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Introduction 
 Permafrost coasts 

make up 34 % of the 
world‘s coasts 
 

arcticcoast.info 

Lantuit et al., 2011 
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Introduction 

• Rates as high as 20 m/yr 
• Impacts on oil and gas 

facilities, local community 
infrastructure, cultural sites 
 

Erosion facts 

GRID-Arendal 
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Climate change impacts in the ArcticThawing permafrostSea-ice decline: lengthening of the open water season in the beaufort sea 1.9 days/yr 1971-2001Sea-level rise



Sensitivity to Sea Level Rise 

Shaw et al., 1998 
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Study Area 

Herschel Island 
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Increase of open water season 1-1.9 d/yr 1970-2012Insert barnhart fig 16 F
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Background 

Lantuit and Pollard, 2008 

Period Erosion (m/yr) 
1955-1979 6.5 
1979-2002 8.7 
2002-2007 13.6 

Jones et al., 2009 

Period Erosion (km2/yr) 
1955-1985 0.48 
1985-2005 1.08 

Mars et al., 2007 

1952-1970 

1970-2000 

0.61 m/yr 

0.45 m/yr 



Study Area 



Objectives 

• Establish coastal 
retreat rates for 

• 1952-1970 
• 1970-2000 
• 2000-2011 

• Assess flooding potential 
• IPCC RCPs 2.6, 8.5 

Shoreline in  
2031 and 2061 

Coastal Geohazard Map 
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Is rate of shoreline retreat increasing?Does shoreline retreat pose a threat to the historic settlement?Does higher resolution capture coastal dynamics better?Does coastal flooding pose a threat to the historic settlement?



Shoreline Dynamics 
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CR5,6: Spit: -0.1-1.2 m ASL, marine erosion and deposition & iceCR3: CR 1,2,7: Active layer depth: 35-78 cm



Shoreline Dynamics 
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Methods: geocoded and orthorectified historic aerial photography, used DSAS transect spacing 5 m, epr and lrr calculations



Shoreline Dynamics 
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-0.6±0.5 m·a-1 1952-1970-0.5±0.4 m·a-1 1970-2000-1.3±0.7 m·a-1 2000-2011



Coastal Flooding Assessment 

• 2013 LiDAR  
• < 1 m point spacing 
• Low-pass filtering 
• Derivatives: 

• Elevation 
• Slope 

 



Coastal Flooding Assessment 

Least cost analysis  
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If the shortest path between any two points is a straight line, then the least-cost path is the path of least resistance. Least-cost path analyses use the cost weighted distance and direction surfaces for an area to determine a cost-effective route between a source and a destination. For example, you can use least-cost path analysis to find the cheapest route for building a pipeline or the quickest way to a set of observation points. In a least-cost path analysis, the eight neighbors of a cell are evaluated and the path moves to the cell with the smallest accumulated value. The process repeats itself until the source and destination are connected. The completed path represents the smallest sum of cell values between the two points. 
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Coastal geohazards 



Discussion 

• Shoreline change  
• Complements Lantuit et al., 2008 
• Higher spatial resolution, more insight 
• Predictions of shoreline position could be improved 

• Flooding potential 
• Establishment of tidal datum crucial 
• Not dynamic 
• Indicates distribution of flood prone areas 

 



Conclusions 

• Shoreline dynamics 
• widespread shoreline retreat, acceleration 
• highest rates of erosion → highest wave exposure and ice content  
• Very high retreat rates (up to -4.0 m· a-1) in CR3 
• Spit is most dynamic 

• Historic settlement vulnerable 
• Geohazard maps are useful decision making tools 



Thank you 
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